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Yi Yin, a Jingdezhen Ceramic Institute and Central Saint
Martins educated ceramic designer, is passionate about
the environmental and social impact of the ceramic
industry on people and places. His research examines
the entrepreneurial opportunities of material
exploration and design in the rapidly developing urban
spaces of China. Working with craftsmen,
Yi has created an production atelier that offers material
innovation and product development.

‘CX5’ (re-cycling, re-using, re-inventing, reducing,
re-designing)
At the core of CX5 is an investigation
into five facets of research seeking more
sustainable futures for the ceramics industry.
Yi Yin creates new value from ceramic industry
waste, whilst designing for urban public spaces.
From extensive research in Jingdezhen Yi forged
a new material, made from 100% up-cycled
industrial ceramic by product. Yi continues the
tradition of China’s thousands of years of ceramic
innovation through a range of benches, inspired
by cross-section profiles from classic Song
Dynasty hand thrown wares. For Yi the beautiful
curves are the traces left by the ancestors' hands.

The global production of ceramic waste exceeds 22 billion tons. Among them, China will produce 9 million tons every year. More than 75% of the
ceramic waste will eventually be transferred to remote villages, where they are used to fill ponds or dumped illegally; not only the cost of disposal is
high, but also the non-degradable materials could not be digested by nature, hence occupy the land and affect the growth of vegetation, even
pollute the water which our survival is relied upon.
Yi Yin is concerned with how he can use ceramic waste in his collections in order to add new value to an open urban environment. For the duration
of the project at Central Saint Martins, Yin has been researching the effects and potential opportunities that can be created from the issue of
ceramic waste. Exploring ways to recycle, reuse, reinvent, and reduce ceramic waste and to redesign it as public outdoor furniture. Sustainability and
finding the new value for the ceramic waste and provide a better environment and communication for urban open space is at the core of his project.
The result is a special new material made by 100% recycled ceramics, to create beautiful outdoor furniture that are bespoke in character and
respectful of the planet. The characteristics of the material show an excellent opportunity to apply in the construction field.
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Waterproof, Fireproof
Frost-resistant, Corrosionresistant
Virtually maintenance free
Do not fade
Recycle again

The result of the material strength test is harder than marble

Abrasion-hardness

180.74995 MPa

Vickers-hardness

1591.09532 HV

Bending-strength

96.65372 MPa

Yi Yin makes use of unwanted manufacturing materials that others discard. Taking these materials, Yin put them through an ingenious, environmentally
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Yin reuses all of our production waste. When he is polishing or cutting the products, all of the waste is reintroduced into the manufacturing process.
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